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The Struve Geodetic Arc Coordinating Committee meeting, Tallinn 2016
General

• Originally 15 points on the Arc in Norway
• 14 points still exist
• Four points on the WH list
  • Hammerfest
  • Lille Raipas
  • Lodiken
  • Bealjasvarri
• Representatives from the Struve Geodetic Arc have participated in the annual meetings organized by the association World Heritage Norway
Information brochures

- Available in Norwegian, English, German and French
- Approx. 15 000 copies printed annually
The Meridian Monument in Hammerfest

• Has become a well known tourist attraction

• 15,000 visitors in 2015, including cruise passengers and groups
Lille Raipas

- In popular hiking area
- 50 min walk
- Parking lot and info boards
- Estimated 4,500 visitors in 2015
Lodiken

- 1 hr walk from nearest road
- Parking lot and Info boards
- Estimated 100 visitors in 2015
Bealljásvárri/Muvravárri

• Parking lot with info boards
• 1 hr walk
• Estimated 100 visitors in 2015
Management plan project

- Management plan project 2015-2016
- Funded by the Directorate for Cultural Heritage, municipalities, the county of Finnmark and the Norwegian Mapping Authority
- Full-time project manager Gerd J. Valen
Inspection of Struve points 2015

- Condition of monuments
- Accessability
- Signposts
- Footpaths
- Some repairs and improvements recommended